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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
SOUTH AFRICA - 11th December 2019

R1 - SCOTTSVILLE | 18:40 | ZAR R100,000 |  GOLD CIRCLE RACING YOUTUBE CHANNEL MAIDEN PLATE

33 MISS CHARLOTTE
Coming back in journey after nishing second over 1200m at Greyville last start. Looks one of
the leading chances.

99 FAST AS SILVER Resumes today after showing some ability in her debut prep, placing once. Rates highly today.

66 MATADORA'S PARADE
Fought on well last time to nish third over 1200m at Greyville All Weather. Rates highly here and
should be right in the mix again.

88 BOLD SPEED
Daughter of Captain Al from the mare Clockwinder making debut. Fitter for a trial hit-out and
bold showing expected.

22 FASHION CHIC
Returned at long odds in a tough race and did well to finish fourth over this trip on the all-weather
at Greyville. Can do much better with the run under her belt.

R2 - SCOTTSVILLE | 19:10 | ZAR R100,000 |  ROCKAFELLAS RESTAURANT MAIDEN PLATE

77 CAPTAIN OF COLOUR
Eight start maiden who wasn't far away last time at second over 1000m at Greyville All Weather
on November 17. Overdue - one of the leading chances.

44 ANCIENT STATE
Was well fancied last time but ran well below par, nishing 14th and beaten 12 lengths over
1200m at Greyville. Rates highly on best form and rates among the leading chances.

1010 RAMSAY
Kicked off latest campaign well at Greyville All Weather when runner up on October 25 over
1000m. Hard to beat.

88 MACALLAN
Fair effort when third at Greyville All Weather last start when in the market. Has to have claims if
he can run up to that form again.

99 AUGUST RED Resuming here 91 days after a very ordinary debut at this track. First up. Prefer to see.

R3 - SCOTTSVILLE | 19:50 | ZAR R100,000 |  DOWNLOAD THE TABGOLD INFORMATION APP MAIDEN PLATE

88 CANADIAN BOLT
Finished off last campaign with a third over 1600m at Greyville All Weather in April. Boasts a
decent first up record and expected to prove hard to beat.

1111 ROCKET RHUMBA
Freshened up since a good 2nd on the Greyville all-weather over 1400m eight weeks ago. Will be
prominent.

77 BLACK FOX
Yet to place in two career runs but shows promise, including a last start 3 lengths sixth over
1400m at Greyville when resuming. Has upside and expected to do much better.

11 LEARNING TO FLY
Raced handy then tired in run home on debut. Went a little better at Greyville and then placed last
start at the same circuit over 1200m. Can improve further.

33 WALTON HALL
Gelding by Wylie Hall from the dam Magical Cove who makes debut. Fitter for a recent trial
placing and looks set for a strong performance.

R4 - SCOTTSVILLE | 20:25 | ZAR R100,000 |  TRACK & BALL GAMING MAIDEN PLATE

1212 DARK MOON DOWN
Three-year-old lly who has been thereabouts at each of her four career runs to date. Big chance
first up from a 12-week break.

77 BASETSANA
Fought on well last time to nish second over 1400m at Greyville All Weather. Rates highly and is
expected to run well.

66 CHROME GYPSY
Better effort last start when fourth beaten by 3 lengths over 1400m at Greyville All Weather.
Expecting further improvement. Definite contender.

44 CELTIC CAT
Irish Flame lly from the mare Penthouse Mouse who is making debut. Last trial won barrier trial
at Greyville AW over 1000m November 1. In form rider engaged and profiles well.

88 GALWAY GIRL
Returns from a two months spell after nishing sixth over 1600m at Greyville before a break.
Shapes nicely and expected to run well.
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R5 - SCOTTSVILLE | 21:00 | ZAR R105,000 |  THE WHITE HORSE FUNCTION ROOM MR 83 HANDICAP

11 BANK ROBBER
Won narrowly by a nose last time out at Greyville All Weather when third up from a spell.
Expected to go close again from the inside gate.

22 VINSON
Better effort when second up last start, nishing fth beaten 3.25 lengths over 1400m at
Greyville. Easier here and can do much better.

44 WALTERTHEPENNILESS
Fair effort when resuming last start, beaten 4.75 lengths into fth over 1700m at Greyville All
Weather. One to keep safe.

77 LEGEND
Returns here after a two months break and does have a solid rst up record. Finished off last
campaign with a ninth over 1600m at Greyville All Weather. Definitely worth including.

33 DINETTO
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 0.05 lengths win over 1400m at
Greyville. Has the ability and looks one of the chances.

R6 - SCOTTSVILLE | 21:35 | ZAR R105,000 |  FOLLOW GOLD CIRCLE ON FACEBOOK MR 87 HANDICAP

22 MUTAWAARY
Five-year-old gelding who races well over this distance and goes well with multiple strong
performances. Not far away last time. In the mix again.

44 ROBBERG EXPRESS
First run back from a spell was at Greyville when third over 1000m on October 13. Improved by
first up run. Top chance.

33 WINTER CHILL
Broke through for an easy maiden win in August at this track over 1200m. Since gone for a short
spell and resumes here. Rates on top in this field and will be hard to beat.

1212 CALVARY
Broke through for an overdue win last time over 1000m at Greyville. Con dence back and rates
among the main hopes.

11 COLLABRO
Resumed in pretty good fashion at Greyville and wasn't too far off despite finishing seventh. Must
be considered a threat in this line-up.

R7 - SCOTTSVILLE | 22:05 | ZAR R90,000 |  CALL TELEBET TRACK & BALL FIXED ODDS ON 031 314 1155 MR 78 HANDICAP

11 DISPICABLE
Won two of three career runs to date, the latest finishing first over 1200m at Greyville All Weather.
Has the ability and can run a forward race.

33 HOROSCOPE HARRY
Galloper with a good career winning two races three runs, last start nishing rst over 1200m at
Greyville. Rates highly and expected to be in the finish.

55 DOUBLE ESPRESSO
Has not been far away in recent times and was a last start winner at this track. Racing in ne
fettle at present and likely to get a good run, looks a top chance to make it two in row.

1111 DYNO MAN
Returns here after nishing sixth over 1600m at this track before a six months break. Rates well
with a solid winning fresh record and expected to measure up.

88 OPENSEA
Resumed with a strong all the way win at Greyville All Weather last start over 1200m. Appears to
have come back in good order off a break and can go on with it here. The one to beat.

R8 - SCOTTSVILLE | 22:35 | ZAR R100,000 |  HOLLYWOODBETS BRIGHT FUTURE MAIDEN PLATE

88 SLEW CITY
Close up second at Greyville All Weather two runs back then handy again at Greyville last start.
Goes up in distance here and is worth some thought.

44 TWICE THE FLIGHT
Three start maiden who wasn’t beaten far last time when third over 1900m at Greyville. Rates
well on best form and bold showing expected.

1010 EAGLES VISION
Three-year-old gelding who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of his career runs to date.
Best chance to break through to date.

55 RIDINGTHECREST Sound debut and given time to come on since. Leading hope.

11 CASSIUS COLT
Improved twice over to place second at Greyville All Weather last time out over 1900m. Looks
well placed and rates highly off that run. Can do one better here.


